
Celebrity  Break-Up:  Niall
Horan  &  Hailee  Steinfeld
Split
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In  celebrity  news,  singer  Niall  Horan  and  actress/singer
Hailee  Steinfeld  have  called  it  quits.  The  celebrity
relationship was strong over the summer, but the couple hasn’t
been together for a few months. The pair kept their time
together on the down-low, and according to E! Online, a source
shared that “Hailee realized she had a lot on her plate and
her work schedule was insanely busy. She was gearing up for a
huge  press  tour  for  her  new  movie,”  and  she  ultimately
realized  they  “would  be  apart  for  mass  amounts  of  time.”
Neither of them have spoken about the break-up.
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In celebrity break-up news, Niall
Horan and Hailee Steinfeld are no
more. What are some ways to keep a
busy work schedule from affecting
your relationship?

Cupid’s Advice:

How can you keep a busy work schedule from affecting your
relationship? Cupid has some thoughts:

1. Share a calendar: You and your partner can put everything
you do in a calendar or planner. It will be clear when you
have plans and when you don’t so you can use any extra time to
plan something with each other instead of trying to randomly
schedule time.

Related Link: Celebrity Exes Brad Pitt & Angelina Jolie Reach
Child Custody Agreement

2. Plan a time where the two of you can spend time with each
other: The two of you can plan a day during the week where you
only spend time with each other. It’ll give you a chance to
catch up with each other as well devote your full attention to
one another. The time will just be for the two of you, and
will allow you to strengthen the relationship after being so
busy.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Ariana Grande Says She Will
Always Have ‘Irrevocable Love’ for Ex Pete Davidson

3. Take the free time you have to show appreciation for your
partner: The two of you might not be able to see each other
all of the time, but you can still appreciate each other. Send
messages to your partner throughout the day to let them know
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you’re thinking about them. You could also get your partner
something you know they like to show them they’re important
even though you are busy.

How  did  you  keep  a  busy  schedule  from  affecting  your
relationship?  Share  with  us  below!


